
LFMPMoldes
Production

Milling

Repair

Boost your business choosing our 

Services



Who we are? 
Company dedicated to Production, Milling, Repair and Recovery 

of Injection Molds and Industrial technical parts.

Founded in 1987 by Luís Pepino in Quintas do Sirol, Leiria the LFMP

Molds is a company with a huge experience that operates in the branch

of mold and technical parts for plastic industry production, with a high

implementation in the Automobile and Food area (containers,

household appliances, vending machines components and others).

The evolution path of LFMP Moldes over the years set’s mainly in a

constant update in technology, as well in human resources, that

allowed us to maintain a stable and profit relation with our customers,

therefore achieving their demand’s and also their goals.

Wanting to go further, we invest in a quality service and high tech

knowledge to produce faster and with a higher efficiency.

“CHALLENGING OURSELVES EVERY DAY TO FIND THE 

BEST SOLUTIONS TO OUR CUSTOMERS ”



Our services
LFMP Moldes offers a wide range of services .

PRODUCTION

MILLING

REPAIR

We produce your mold from the project drawing till the day of
shipping. With more than 25 years of experience we have a
huge set of technology , know-how and human resources
essential’s to mold production.

We have several options of Conventional and CNC Milling, 
Lathe, EDM and Grinding therefore we offer a array of 
solutions for your parts production.

Our highly experience allow  us to be able to face the difficulties of 

repairing your mold, that due to damage our age  create several 

problem´s in project drawing our milling. 

Using precision work we repair your mold so it can come back to 

production.



Machinery

Zona Industrial Casal da Azeiteira

Pavilhão 24 - Quintas do Sirol 

2420-349 Santa Eufémia – Leiria-Portugal

Email:lfmpmoldes@sapo.pt

Telef: + 351-244-854260

Fax: + 351-244-854260

Telem: + 351- 914377273

www.lfmpmoldes.wix.com/lfmpmoldes

C.N.C Milling

Okuma 1000x600x600 

Okuma 1000x600x600 

Hartford 1000x600x600

OMV Parpas 1200x650x600

EDM 

Engemag 500x300x300

Plane e profile Grinder’s

Curso 800x650x400

Curso 800x650x400

Curso 400x250x250

Curso 400x250x250

Conventional Milling

4 units

Lathe

Ø600x2000

Hidraulic threading machine

Indoor Crane 6 ton


